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the nine broken suspenders occurred, what was the
increase of load thrown upon the suspenders, adjacent.
to the gap, which did not break? And what was the
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The Editor is always glad to receive for examination illustrated

articles on Sll bjects of timely interest.

If the photographs are

"harp, the articles "hort, and the facts authentw, the contributions
will receive special attention.

Accepted articles will

at regular space rat�.
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There are some engineering and architectural works
which, if correctly designed and properly constructed,
are safe for all time ; there are others whose safety
is directly proportional to the intelligence and care
of the men ( engineers or mechanics ) appointed to
supervise and keep them in repai r. Prominen1:"among
the latter class of structures i s the modern steel bridge,
and particularly that type of it known as the stiffened
suspension bridge, to which type the Brooklyn Bridge
belongs. In the case of the great East River crossing,
there are peculiarities in certain parts of the design
and construction which demand a thorough knowledge
of the theory of bridge construction on the part of its
caretakers ; for it is only a qualified engineer who
.
would perceive just which are the points most liable
to failure, and therefore calling for particularly close
inspection. Such critical parts existed in the bridge
from the very first, - being inherent, a s we . have said,
in the design ; and their liability to overstrain has
been greatly aggravated by the fact that, from the time
construction was begun, various increments in the live
loads have been allowed, until now much of the struc
tural material of the bridge is being strained beyond
the unit recognized as good practice by modern en
gineers, and some of it-as recent events have shown
beyond the breaking strength.
That actual breakage should have occurred, is to be
attributed to lack of knowledge, or lack of care, or
both. We are free to confess that recent utterances
of the engineers in charge seem to indicate that
they are not as familiar with the theoretical and prac
tical aspects of the problem which is presented by the
care and upkeep of this costly and overworked bridge,
as the importance of the structure demands. For proof
of this it is not necessary to go beyond the Chief En
gineer's own report, in which he makes the astounding
admi ssion that the break in the suspender rods could
not be detected until the broken ends were pulled
up to view by the rising of the cable ; while his
assi stant has asserted that the broken rods were
sheared off by coming in contact with the upper edges
of the floorbeam chords. What makes the Chief En
gineer's statement the more disquieting is his admis
sion that there had been previous breakages at thi s
point of the bridge ; for i-t is evident that even with
practical evidence to back up theoretical indications
of weakness, the bridge authorities either did not know
how, or did not care, to use that simple method of
inspection by a tap of the hammer, which is practised
to-day on the tie-rods of every Howe truss on our
Western railroads.
As a matter of fact, the whole atmosphere in and
around the - Engineer's office of the Brooklyn Bridge
is particularly disquieting in view of the recent critical
condition of the structure. There seems to have been
too much of the "happy-go-lucky" about the manage
ment. Plans of parts seem to be difficult to find, and
in some instances do not appear to exist. Is there on
file in the Engineer's office a complete strain-sheet of
the bridge under its present loading, showing the maxi
mum stresses upon every member under the most un
favorab i e conditions of temperature and loading? Does
this sheet show the actual tension in the outermost,
diagon?l over-floor stays, at maximum tempera
ture and under maximum local concentration of
load?
When the trolleys were admitted upon the
roadwavs, was any calculatio n made of tlie dynam
ical effect of the motor axles as thpv pound across
the gap at the center of the main span? What is the
tn.ional strain, under this hammering, at the center
of the pair of channels which form the bottom chord of
the floorbeams at this point? When the incident of

margin of resistance in these suspenders by which
the pr o cess of snapping was prevented from running
the full length of the truss and dropping the northern
roadway into the river?
The Roeblings built a bridge which embodied the
best engineering knowledge of twenty years ago, at a
period when the theory and practice of bridge build
ing, as we now know it, was not far removed from
its infancy. In spite of its added loads the bridge is
not an unsafe structure to-day-always provided ( again
we emphasize this point ) that it is supervised by pro
fessional men who see to it that a most thorough sys
tem of inspection is unceasingly maintained.
.
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On another page will be found the report of the
grand jury's investigation of the two-mile tunnel, by
which the New York Central Railroad reaches its
terminal at Forty-second Street. We most heartily con
cur in the three recommendations of the grand jury,
namely, that the wall dividing the. two outer tunnels
from the center tunnel be removed ; that passenger
coaches be protected from the sun when not in use ;
and that some other motive power than steam loco
motives be used through the tunnel. The management
of the New York Central road have only themselves
to thank that this great public nuisance should have
become the subject of action by the grand jury. Had
the company shown the slightest indication of that
anxiety to consider the comfort of their traveling
patrons which, in recent press interviews, the leading
officials of the road have claimed to experience, the
present action of the grand jury, which is certainly
not very creditable to this great and wealthy corpora
tion, would never have been taken.
The discomfort due to heat and noxious gases i s
greatest in the side-tunnels, and the remedy suggested
of cutting away the dividing walls and substituting
for them steel columns and girders, would afford a
very marked relief, by permitting the heat and gases
to e scape through the open wells which exist above
the inside express tracks. I f the company has a frac
tion of that solicitude for the public comfort of which
they recently have made such loud protestations, the
recommendation that during the hot weather passen
ger trains. when not in use, should be stored in sheds,
to prevent their being heated by the rays of the sun,
will meet with an instant response. As to the change
of motive power, that also has to come ; and it wiM be
as well for the New York Central Company to realize at
once that the public is determined that it shall come,
and with as little delay as possible. The officials of the
road have recently stated that they have been expend
ing unlimited: time and thought upon this problem,
and regret to flnd that all of the alternative plans pre
sent insuperable · . difficulties, etc., etc. As a matter of
'
fact, the public i s b eginning to realize that the most i n
superable obstacle is the very large expense to which
the company wnl be put by this alteration 'Of its

tunnels and this change of motive power.
For the
officials of the road to say that a .change of motive
power is mechanically impossible, is to trifle both
with the subject and with the hundreds of thousands
of passengers who are put to unnecessary di scomfort
and suffering by the present.conditions. I f the railroad
company had the disposition to make the change, we
venture to say that the electriCal companies who are.
now equipping the Manhattan Elevated Railways would
be perfectly willing to draw up a feasible scheme and
put in bids for equipping the line from Mott Haven
with the third-rail system, and providing the thirty
or forty electrical locomotives necessary to bring the
trains through the tunnel and handle them in the
terminal yard. It i s true, a third rail would involve
some very complicated work at the numerous cross
ings and switches in the yard ; but there is no rea
s'on to believe that these difficulties are beyond the
ability of a good electrical engineer. The only objec
tion to such an installation would be the three or
four minutes delay in changing from steam to electric
locomotive at Mott Haven. But this would be offset,
as far as the operation 'of the road is concerned,
by the convenience of having the ste a m locomotives
di sengaged at the round house, and saved from the
round trip into and out of the terminal yard at Forty
second Street.
There can be no mistaking the genuineness of thi s
last outburst of indignation against a railroad coni"
pany of which the public has been such a liberal
patron, and to which the city of New York has ex
tended in the past such liberal concessions. We should
have thought that with the construction of the Hudson
River Bridge and the entrance of competing roads
into Manhattan Island . a probability, the New York
Central would have been prompted by mere instincts of
self-protection to remove a nuisance which is -a stand
ing disgrace to an otherwise admirable system.
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DIVERGENT OPI N IONS ON BATTLESHIP DESIGN.
Broadly speaking, and without the least disparage'
ment of the abi lity and good judgment of the gentle
men composing the minority in the Naval Board on
Construction, it must be admitted that there i s what
we might call an a priori presumption in favor of the
superior excellence of the new type 'Of battleship
recommended to the Department, based on the signifi
cant fact that the three technical members of the
Board are united in favor of the majority design.
Rear Admiral Bowles is expertly qmilified on the
question of the structural arrangement 'Of the hull
antl di spOSition of the armor ; Rear Admiral Mel
ville i s similarly qualified to determine questions
of motive power, coal supply, etc., while Rear Admiral
O'Neil, by virtue of his office, i s entitled to be called
the most qualified expert on questions of armament.
Regarding the merits of the �wo designs, as shown
elsewhere in our issue, it is admitte<;l that each has
virtues which so strongly recommend it, as to prevent
any offhand decision as to which is the all-round
better ship.
The. Bradford design, with its four 12inch, twelve 8-inch and twelve 6-inch guns, is in
respect of its offensive qualities an enormously power
ful vessel, and on paper it stands far ahead of any
of the vessels built or building for any navy in the
world. We presume that the Admiral has fully worked
out the detai ls of weights, di splacement, coal endur
ance, etc., for this ship ; but we are free to confess
that even with her 17,200 tons displacement, she looks
scarcely able to carry such an enormous battery
with the great weight 'Of emplacements, ammunition
hoi sts, and ammunition, necessary to adequately
mount and serve it, and at the same time find room
for engines that wi ll drive her at 19 knots, and for the
large supply of coal which she must carry to bring
her up to modern requirements as to sea speed and
radius of action. An undue proportionment of weight
to guns and armor must be accompanied by a reduc
.
tion in the weights allotted· to ' o ther essential ele
ments of the ship ; and the mounting of twelve 8inch guns and the six heavy turrets in which they are
installed, cannot have been accomplished, we fear,
in this design without some sacrifice in other di rec
tions. We say this with due appreciation of the fact
that 300 tons of extra di splacement is allotted to cover
these weights.
The Bowles desi gn is marked by great simplicity
and by the total elimination of one caliber of gun, re
ducing the number carried to three, namely, 12-inch,
7-inch, and 3-inch, as against the four sizes, 12-inch,
8-inch, 6-inch, and 3-inch, carried in the Bradford
design. While it is true, as urged by Admiral Brad
ford in his minority report, that the Bowles design
introduces yet another altogether new type of ship inte
the navy, we take it that it i s the expectation of Ad
miral Bowles that the type, if adopted, will be so satis
factory that it will remain, with possible modifica
tions, a permanent type for future ships. As regards
the new 7-inch guns' which it is p roposed to use
we consider that developments in guns and armor
during the past few years point to this caliber, or
perhaps, preferably, a caliber of n1l inches, as the
most desirable for what we might call the intermedi
ate battery of battleships.
The commonly accepted
practice in our navy has been to install four heavy
guns for penetrating the main turrets and the armor
belt of an .enemy ; an equal or larger number of 8-inch
guns for use against the lighter armor of the case
mates and smaller turrets ; a secondary battery of
6-inch guns, also for use against the lighter armor
of the ship, and a large number of 14-pounders and
6-pounders for the purpose of attacking the unpro
tected portions of the ship with a storm of smaller
shells. The wonderful improvement in armor, however,
due to the introduction of the Krupp process, has dis
counted the efficiency of all guns, great and small.
The 6-inch gun is no longer able to penetrate 6-inch
armor at ordinary fighting ranges, nor is the 8-illch
gun serviceable against the heavier belt and turret
armor.
At the same time the 8-inch is over-heavy
for use against the more lightly armored portions of
a vessel-facts which would indicate that the time has
come for the introduction of a' weapon of intermediate
caliber, such as 7 or 7lh-inch-one that would combine
some of the penetrative power of the 8-inch with the
rapidity of fire, light weight, and handiness of the
6-inch gun.
We have noticed in the development of foreign naval
ordnance during the past year or two indications of
the recognition of this necessity. The French seem
di sposed to throw 'Out the 5.5 rapid-fire in favor of
the 6.4 and 7.6 semi-rapid-fire gun ; while England has
been building a 7.5 rapid-fire gun' which has already
made its appearance in one of her later battleship
designs. As modified by the recent extraordinary im
p rovements in armor, we think that the desiderata in
the arming of a battleship are as follows: A main
battery 'of. four heavy guns for attacking the water
line belt arid main turrets; an intermediate battery
of 7-inch or 7lh-inch rapid-fire guns for attack on case
mates and the more lu;b.tly armored turrets of. the
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CAUSES OF CHANGES IN
W:iATHER.
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BY PEBDBRICK A. TALBOT.

Prof. Elmer Gates, of Chevy Chase, Md., has con
ducted a series of experiments which has led him to
conclude that our varying conditions of weather are
due to electricity. According to the professor, this
subtle force produces rain and drought, the changes
of air pressure, and the various meteorological dis
turbances, such as tornadoes and waterspouts, which
visit us from time to time.
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the currents were switched on.

This experiment was

intended to prove that the electrified masses of mois
ture-laden air, generally termed clouds, when they
meet, produce showers.
When they are abnormally
laden with electricity, Ifghtning and thunderstorms
result. If, for example, reverting, ' the two cotton balls
are charged very highly with electricity they jump
together with a spark and a snap, then spring apart
and come together again with another spark and snap,
separate once more, while the charge is maintained.
This is practically an illustration of thunder and
lightning upon a miniature scale. The spark repre
sents the lightning and the snap the thunder.
Prof. Gates, in the course of his experiments, also
discovered another curious fact.
This is the trans
portation of moi sture from one point to another by
means of electricity. During a shower of rain it has
often been observed that a far greater quantity of

8S
short distance above the surface of the water. When
the current is switched on, the water is agitated, the
disturbance increasing in violence as the potential of
the current is raised, until presently a cone is formed,
rising higher ana higher, until it ultimately touches
the rod above.
•
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Antarct ic Expediti o n ,

h e present year will be a red letter one in the
annals of Antarctic exploration, inasmuch as deter
mined efforts are to be made by the British Geograph
ical Society and the German Government in concert;
to unravel a little of the terra incognita of that re,
mote region. Owing to its reqlote distance from the

That electricity exerts a powerful infiuence upon
tlie air pressure is proved by means of a simple ex
periment.
A large fluffy ball of cotton suspended
from the ceiling by means of a silken cord and
great centers of civilization, the South Pcle has not
charged with electricity immediately increases in size
received that attention from explorers which has been
very appreciably. This expansion Prof. Gates explains
bestowed upon the North Pole, for whereas we are
as indicative of a low barometer, arguing thaL the
only 238 miles from the latter goal, we are yet about
expanding of the ball by charging it with
770 miles distant from the South Pole. Yet
electricity proves that the fibers of the cotit is imperative that our' knowledge of these
ton are repelling one another, so that the
southern regions should be extended, in the
ball possesses less density.
The same reinterests of navigation, since owing to our
meager information of the magnetic pole, ships
sult attends the charging of the atmosphere
with electricity.
The density of the air is
sailing in these southern waters often stray
miles out of their cours"t and thus consequently
diminished, with the result that the presprotract their voyages unnecessarily.
sure is decreased, and the barometer conse
•
�he vessel in which the Briti sh expedition
quently falls.
will set sail was recently launched at Dundee "j..
The presence of electricity, however, in the
( S'cotland ) , where she was constructed by the
atmosphere, produces not only low pressure,
Dundee Shipbuilders Company, which makes
but high pressure as well. When two opposite
a specialty of building whalers and other ves'
masses of air charged with electricity-posi
sels for plying among the Arctic ice. As with
tive and negative respectively-approach one
the "Fram," in which Nansen set out for the
another, they become denser, with the result
North Pole, the "Di scovery" has been specially
that the barometer rises. To prove this, Prof.
built for the forthcoming task. In appearance
Gates uses another ball of cotton, suspending
s e is a small, ungainly looking vessel, 178
it from the ceiling also by means of a silken
feet in length, though she possesses fine lineO'.
cord about 2 feet di stant · from the first ball.
She is built of timber throughout and specia l
In a few minutes the two balls approach each
ELECTRICAL ATTRACTION SHOWING ' HOW CLOUDS MAY BE
attention has been devoted to the strengthen
other, both decreasin g in · size. From this ex
INFLUENCED BY ELECTRICITY.
ing of her sides to enable her to resist the
periment Prof. Gates infers that when one
enormous ice pressure she will encounter. Her
mass of air becomes charged with electricity,
rain has fallen in one place than could be possibly
framing is constructed of Scottish oak, and where she
a neighboring mass of air becomes electrified with
contained in the air covering that area. This peculiar
will be subjected to the maxi mum pressure, ' heavy
Thereupon the
an opposite charge by induction.
fact i s explained as follows :
While it i s raining in
transverse bulkheads are supplied. There is a solid
masses of air gradually approach one another slowly,
a certain spot, moisture from various directions is
mass of wood 9 feet .in thickness in her stem, while
and decrease the density of the ai r.
being conveyed to this special region by electrical
her sides amidships are 2% feet thick.
Her out
One outcome of these investiga tions has been the
energy.
To illustrate this transportation possibility
side planking is of hard wood sheat h ed with green
construction of an a�pliance which Pro f . Gates in
of electricity, Prof. Gates has constructed a large
heart and i ron bark. Owing to the peculiarity of her
tends to use in forecasting the weather. I t is impos
glass case about eight feet in length, divided into
form, when the ice exerts heavy pressure, instead of
sible, with the present appliances employed, to pre
two compartments by means of a section of thin por
crushing the vessel, it will gradually lift her up.
dict the barometric pressure until a change has ac
ous paper. One division is filled with very dry ai r
She belongs to the auxiliary class of steam vessels,
tually occurred ; that is to say, until the barometer
and the ' other with air containing a heavy percentage
her engines developing only 450 horse power, and she
has either dsen or fallen, meteorologi sts cannot tell
of humidity. A wire leading from the negative pole
will thus depend mainly upon her sails for progress.
us what weather to expect. If the variations of the
of a static electrical machine is attached to the com
She is driven by three propellers fitted with new pat
�arometer are the result of electrical influences, Prof.
partment containing the dry - ai r, while another wire
tern withdrawing shafts and lifting screws, by which
Gates suggests that the electric conditions of the at
led from the positive pole is connected to the . cham
means, whenever an exigency arises, the screw shaft
mosphere should be observed, and by this means fore
ber containing the moist air. When the current is
can be withdrawn inboard out of the way of the ice.
tell at what places and at what time the barometer
switched on, the moist air is transported from one
Her boilers are the best return tube Scotch type. ,Her
will be either high or low. The primary object of his
end of the box to the other in a much shorter time
' coal capacity is only 280 tons, but this is sufficient to
contrivance is to measure and to record the amount
than it would be conveyed by ordinary diffusion.
carry her 8,000 knots at an average speed of 6% to 7
of electricity in different regions of the atmosphere.
In
addition
to
producing artificial miniature
knots per hour. She covered the 480 miles between
The device is to be attached to a small aerial ap

H

paratus which soars to the upper
strata of air, makes automatic
records at various heights, and
then returns to the earth. By
means of the appliance the pro
fessor hopes to glean informa
tion of those regions of air about
which little at present is known.
That rain is produced by the
mingling together of masses of
air oppositely charged with elec
tricity, Prof. Gates explains by
another simple operation. Two
windows on either side of his
laboratory were opened . An elec
trical fan was placed in one win
dow and set in motion for the
purpose of withdrawing the air
from , the apartment. Thus the
only air within the room was
that which entered through the
two windows. The weather out
side was clear and bright, though
the air was charged with a cer
tain amount of humidity. The
two currents of air entered the
apartment by either window and
mingled together in the usual
way, without causing any untoward circumstance.
A current
of negative electricity was in
ducea into the air en tering
through one window, and a similar current of positive electric-

Dundee and London with the
consumption of only 14 tons of
coal.
She carries a steam dy,
namo and also a windmill dy
namo to economize coal.
The internal arrangements of
the vessel are a s comfortable as
possible.
There i s the usual
range of laboratories and work
shops incidental to such expedi
tions, and roomy quarters for
the officers and crew. One prom
inent feature of the interior
equipment is a kind of atmos
pheric lock by which means the
raw Antarctic air is prevented
from entering the interior of
the vessel, when a person enters
from the deck. It is a double
door arrangement, and when en
tering the person first closes the
outer door before he opens the
one leading into the apartment.
To preserve the warmth in th�
rooms the walls are linp.d with
asbestos.
The stoves are pro
vided with talc doors with fun
nel-like fittings 0 v e r t h e m,
through which the air from the
outside enters and is carried
over glowing coals to be heated
prior to its delivery into the

rooms.
All the available space on the
deck is occupied with winches, anchors, cables, sound
For
ing apparatus, spare ' propellers, masts, etc.
deep-sea soundings 10,000 fathoms of wire are being
The ship i s lighted ' through
carried upon drums.
The magnetic instruments
out with electric li ght.
carried are of the most delicate description, and

ELECTRICAL APPARATUS BY WHICH EXPERIIIENTS ON WEATHER CONDITIONS WERE IIADE.

ity induced into . the stream of air proceeding through
the other window. A most remarkable phenomenon
instantly occurred. The two oppositely electrified cur
rents of ai r came i�to contact, formed a slight mist,
and in a few seconds the fioor of the laboratory was
quite wet. Di rectly the electricity was switched off

the air cleared, only to become misty again whenever

showers, mi sts, and thunderstorms, Prof. Gates con
trives on a similar scale the more violent · eruptions
of nature, such as cyclones and waterspouts, with
equal facility.
To the bottom of an ordinary saucer
filled with water a wire is attached, connected with
the positive pole of the machine. A small rod con
nected with the other pole of the machine i s held a

to prevent their being deranged

no

steel

or iron

